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INTRODUCTION 

Today's CIOs are tasked with leading their organizations through the next wave of digital 
transformation to create a superior customer experience and stay competitive in times of omni-
channel customer interaction. Digital transformation is a vast field of activity, touching on every 
aspect of the organization, leaving many CIOs at a loss as to where to start.  

IDC has identified three areas that are foundational elements of digital transformation. Cloud 
becomes the underpinning architecture that provides the platform for enterprises to transform and 
automate the way they develop, deploy, and manage application services. DevOps practices take 
advantage of cloud infrastructures through an API layer and Big Data analytics (BDA) to fuel both 
the internally focused optimization of cloud infrastructure operations and DevOps-related 
continuous feedback processes as well as externally focused identification of new and evolving 
customer needs and customer experience. 

IN THIS EXECUTIVE BRIEF 

This IDC Executive Brief outlines three pillars for CIOs that are rolling out digital transformation 
initiatives to deliver superior customer experience. It discusses how DevOps practices based on 
rich data analytics strategies and agile cloud infrastructures help drive continuous innovation and 
delivery while improving customer-experience — the hallmark of digital transformation. 

ENABLING A CUSTOMER-DRIVEN ENTERPRISE 

As businesses become more dependent on agile software- and service-based IT models to deliver 
core offerings, the job of the CIO is changing. On one hand, digital transformation and 3rd Platform 
trends across Big Data, social business, mobile, and cloud are forcing CIOs to transform IT 
organizational structures, review IT skills, reengineer processes, and standardize on automated 
workflows and tools that improve service delivery. We hear the following from CIOs:  

 "To successfully support digital transformation, IT must get closer to the business and 
knock down the barriers that typically separate IT from the rest of the organization." (CIO 
of a European insurance company) 

 "Digital is not just about using technology but rather about creating new pathways with the 
customer." (CIO of a European retailer) 

On the other hand, IT budgets are not increasing and yet the business expects IT to derive new 
business value more quickly than before in highly complex environments at improved quality. In 
addition, there is an expectation that IT becomes more aware of emerging business objectives and 
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aligns IT priorities to match moving business goals. However, as one CIO of a European utility 
pointed out: "IT is about creating custom solutions, but the business still sees IT as support — this 
is the biggest cultural challenge. IT must be more agile and efficient."  

To meet the demands of a digital economy CIOs must move beyond focusing on just improving IT 
operational efficiencies to enable business innovation, and provide superior customer experience 
with continuous deployment and improved software practices. To achieve this organizations are 
typically asking themselves the following core questions:  

 How do we create a more nimble operating model to deliver a superior customer 
experience? 

 How do we ensure the ability to capture, analyze, and react to real customer behavior in an 
omni-channel world? 

 How do we successfully deliver a greater volume of high-quality and innovative products 
and services? 

 How can we achieve all of this and manage it responsibly within a shrinking budget? 

THE FOUNDATION TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION SUCCESS  

CIOs need to create the foundation to deliver superior customer experience. To create this 
foundation IDC identifies three keys to success:  

1. Extend current infrastructure to include cloud 

2. Focus on continuous delivery through DevOps practices 

3. Achieve analytics excellence  

We have seen from IDC research that a cloud-based infrastructure is becoming the starting point 
for digital transformation. However, to make the right decisions in this increasingly complex, 
dynamic, and connected world of the 3rd Platform era, enterprises are confronted with the 
challenge of how to connect, analyze, and make use of all human and machine data within and 
connected to an enterprise.  

The end goal is to create connected intelligence that drives smarter collaboration and automation 
to deliver exceptional results through Big Data analytics and DevOps practices. We are moving to 
a world that will emulate a DevOps philosophy, where it should be possible to sustain continuous 
development, integration, and/or innovation. The ability to bring together the right data, with user-
experience as the pivotal axis to make the right decisions "on demand," will be a huge advantage.  
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FIGURE 1 

The Foundation to Digital Transformation and Superior Customer Experience 

 

Source: IDC, 2015 

1. CLOUD: THE HEART OF THE DIGITAL ENTERPRISE  

To support an organization's digital transformation journey, infrastructure transformation is a must, 
and cloud becomes central as it allows enterprises to manage and consume infrastructure (and 
other resources) in a self-service, elastic, Internet-accessible and automated way. Through the 
advent and increasing use of cloud management frameworks like OpenStack, organizations can 
create private clouds and integrate public clouds into a hybrid cloud model that is easily accessible 
for developers through an API layer and can provide a cost-efficient storage infrastructure for the 
large data volumes that enable Big Data analytics while providing the necessary performance at 
the right price. A strong management layer enables organizations to take advantage of all the 
different cloud models and move workloads seamlessly between private, hosted, and public 
clouds, under a single management framework, and thus becoming internal cloud service brokers. 

OpenStack is rapidly evolving as a preferred cloud management framework. A recent IDC survey 
found that 50% of European organizations already consider OpenStack to be important to their 
cloud strategy and will invest in OpenStack in the next 12 to 18 months.  

IDC believes that hybrid cloud will become the dominant cloud architecture, with 30% of European 
organizations already running their IT in a true hybrid cloud model, where public and private cloud 
services are made available through the same service catalogue in a self-service fashion. 
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FIGURE 2 

Cloud: The Heart of a Digital Enterprise 

 

Source: IDC, 2015 

Cloud isn't just important for digital transformation: it is the heart of the digital enterprise. Cloud's 
speed, flexibility, and economic model provide enterprises with the right technology foundation for 
efficient IT operations. It also changes the business model for technology-led transformation, and 
allows companies to be creative without the huge expense of new infrastructure and the risk of 
having redundant technology in the face of failure.  

Digital transformation is ultimately about making organizations more responsive to customer needs 
and improving user satisfaction. Cloud allows IT to be more responsive to business demands and 
offers a fertile ground for enterprises to implement DevOps and Big Data analytics strategies to 
achieve further service efficiencies. 

While cloud is one of the core pillars of digital transformation and is pivotal for enhancing customer 
experience, a holistic approach combining cloud along with automated, continuous delivery 
facilitated by DevOps and business intelligence harnessed by data analytics is crucial for long-term 
success in digital transformation processes. Continuous data insights from analytics and 
automated processes from DevOps will in turn provide enterprises with opportunities to bolster 
their cloud infrastructure. 

2. DEVOPS: DRIVING CONTINUOUS DELIVERY AND INNOVATION 

To meet accelerating business demands, IT is not only adopting cloud-based architectures, but is 
also investing in new processes (agile, ITIL, etc.), deploying automation, and managing more 
business-derived IT investments. With these new investments come a new, optimized, and 
automated way of developing and deploying applications — the DevOps practices. 

Recently, we have taken the pulse of DevOps adoption in Europe. We find that one in five large 
European organizations has adopted DevOps and a further 27% plan to adopt in the next 12 
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months. Once adopted, use within projects ramps up faster than agile adoption: 50% of those 
using DevOps are already leveraging it on more than 50% of projects.  

Enterprises that are embracing DevOps practices are realizing that it brings more speed and agility 
across the application life cycle to become more customer focused, allowing the delivery of 
customer-aligned functionality faster, with increasing levels of quality and security.  

If DevOps is about delivering more value to your end users, data and analytics to drive decisions is 
essential. Capturing and sharing the end-user experience through monitoring and using that 
experience-derived data and analytics across the business, including line of business and 
development, provides the key insights needed to drive impactful changes for your end users. 

CIOs that understand the value of DevOps for digital transformation are working toward 
overcoming barriers around skills, culture change, and legacy IT process mindset to accelerate 
DevOps adoption. Cloud is becoming the de facto enabler to DevOps as it provides the appropriate 
infrastructure consumption model, agility, and price through an API layer that makes it easy to 
consume for developers.  

IDC believes that DevOps will be adopted (in either practice or discipline) by 80% of global 1,000 
organizations by 2019. Some IT organizations are creating DevOps unified teams called "centers 
of enablement," while others are taking a more incremental approach by utilizing DevOps practices 
across existing silos, forcing new behaviors. DevOps offers IT organizations a tremendous 
opportunity to transform the way companies develop and operate IT services. 

Let's now look at the third foundation area to digital transformation — Big Data and analytics.  

3. BDA: ACCELERATE CUSTOMER-CENTRIC APPLICATION DELIVERY 

Big Data supports and enables the digital business in two ways: firstly, it is the key to unlocking 
access to digital customers, channels, and markets; and secondly, it is essential to managing and 
optimizing the digitized processes that make up the digital enterprise. Without doubt, we are now 
squarely in the service-centric and data-centric economy where enterprises are mining data to 
gather business intelligence to stay ahead of the competition, and accelerate application delivery. 
However, Big Data and analytics only start to deliver value when users are able to convert insights 
gained from information into actions that impact the business.  

The need to manage and optimize digitized processes means that IT organizations are 
increasingly focused on fine tuning services to support Big Data–related processes. This drives 
major application changes and updates, which increases the volume of requests and the 
expectations on service desk teams to get their job done more effectively. IT organizations are 
increasingly looking to leverage Big Data to enhance and improve the service desk experience in 
terms of response times (reduction in tickets handled); usability experience (simplified ticket 
submission, actionable knowledge capture); customer satisfaction (predicting problems before they 
impact user services, predicting new service demand, and higher-quality services); and staff 
productivity.  

To thrive in the digital economy and support successful digital transformation, enterprises must be 
able to gather, process, and analyze information more quickly than their peers. Ultimately, it will be 
about the ability to turn 100% of data — "human, machine, and business" — into action to improve 
decision making, market awareness, customer interaction, and marketing and strategic planning. 
With so many critical areas affected by Big Data, IT teams must respond by becoming more 
strategic and using technology more effectively. IDC believes that advanced service desk 
platforms harnessing Big Data can make this possible.  
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CIOs that understand the importance of capturing and leveraging data from both external and 
internal processes will be able to improve time to market and business competency and enhance 
customer experience. IDC recently investigated European organizations' level of maturity in the 
management of overall information technology to gain insight from all forms of data. Results show 
that a quarter of large European enterprises have integrated Big Data and analytics into 
information management, and a further 10% have cloud-based information, integration, and 
analytics in place. 

A cloud and DevOps enabled infrastructure helps organizations to further hone into Big Data by 
enabling organizations to store larger amounts of data, increase analytics performance, and 
respond to changes in customer behavior through new applications and services in a timely 
fashion. Such analytics provide organizations with the opportunity to customize and personalize 
their offerings to their customers, thereby improving customer experience. Enterprises can take 
this one step further by building information and intelligence into products and services, automating 
insights and making data more usable and valuable. 

THE DIGITAL ENTERPRISE: HOW DO YOU GET THERE? 

It is clear that in the 3rd Platform era, IT has to move beyond consolidation and standardization of 
infrastructure and think further about optimization, automation, and transformation. Cloud is at the 
heart of digital transformation and facilitates DevOps and Big Data strategies which further 
enhance customer satisfaction. 

So how can enterprises get there and how can they make their infrastructure ready for digital 
transformation and support improved customer satisfaction? 

Cloud 

The first step is to overcome the ongoing challenge to successfully mix the "old" legacy 
environments with the "new" shiny front-end solutions to fully support digital transformation, 
enhanced customer experience, and business value. Developing a fluid IT approach and 
encouraging a culture change from the legacy "build IT to last" to a modern "build IT to change" will 
help enterprises mix on-premises technologies with new cloud services. 

In a world of ever-accelerating business cycles and fast-changing client expectations, the cloud 
increasingly serves as a growth engine and a path to new business models. Dynamic cloud 
infrastructures enable businesses to continuously reinvent themselves, adapting their business 
processes, their service and software delivery and their operations to achieve speed-to-market and 
quick response to customer feedback. The cloud opens up new possibilities for businesses to 
continuously deliver software-driven innovation and enables new ways of collaboration between an 
extended group of stakeholders, including business leaders, developers, operations, customers, 
and partners. 

IDC has found that CIOs that are doing more in the PaaS and IaaS clouds report that they find it 
easier to monitor, measure, and manage workloads on the cloud infrastructure, enabling a more 
agile, transparent, and responsive IT infrastructure. IDC also believes that PaaS and IaaS offerings 
are increasingly featuring preintegrated development tools to support continuous 
integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) workloads. This should help facilitate the adoption of new 
automation practices critical for digital transformation. Infrastructure access through an API layer is 
another critical element that enables a further decoupling of infrastructure from the application 
layer, portability of workloads, and a DevOps operational model, as well as the right infrastructure 
for data- and performance-hungry Big Data analytics implementations. 
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DevOps 

While DevOps is gradually making inroads within organizations, ITIL-based processes are still 
heavily used across most large IT organizations. DevOps teams can take advantage of new and 
existing ITIL investments to enable IT operations teams to deliver more business value. The ability 
to offer superior customer experience in real time has become an imperative for businesses today, 
and organizations are using DevOps to optimize their quality, risk, and cost trade-offs. Enterprises 
must start using DevOps methodologies to drive automated testing, continuous integration and 
delivery, application performance and analytics, and change management. The focus on 
continuous delivery and integration of IT services needs to sync with strategic ITIL processes.  

Enterprises must look at adopting a micro-services architecture, a more granular software 
architecture in which application components are designed and evolved independently. This lends 
itself to a continuous delivery software development process and a high degree of automation — 
hallmarks of the DevOps strategy. Continuous delivery requires that a sufficient level of automation 
is in place to ensure that deployment is fast, seamless, and less prone to errors, and continuous 
integration relies on the power of automated testing.  

Big Data 

For the most innovative data-driven organizations, Big Data becomes critical to both their internal 
processes and their customer-facing activities — a true foundation for digital transformation. Big 
Data technologies are used to optimize both cloud environments and IT operations, thus ensuring 
a great internal customer experience and enhancing the DevOps process, as well as improving 
understanding of customer behavior in real time and creating possible responses in the form of 
new products and services. 

From a technology tools perspective, enterprises must invest in tools that capture the right type of 
data, and help to visualize the data that matters in the right context via roles-based dashboards for 
CXOs, process owners, and general staff (business and technology). Dashboards for multiple 
levels provide transparency into potential problems, pitfalls, and success factors. Teams can drive 
the idea of continuous improvement and create feedback loops based on the use of actionable 
metrics and target business outcomes. 

Big Data analytics are beneficial in supporting and optimizing DevOps practices. DevOps projects 
often require new automation, management, and analytic tools that collect, manage, correlate, and 
analyze common data sets that can be visualized and used to identify and resolve cross-silo 
problems. 

Ultimately, IDC believes that a truly successful digital transformation initiative requires cloud, Big 
Data analytics, and DevOps to go hand in hand. An automated/self-service-based provisioning of 
test and development infrastructure continues to be an important private and hybrid cloud use 
case. DevOps and Big Data, meanwhile, have a growing impact on self-service provisioning and 
datacenter automation requirements. The DevOps teams rely heavily on automation and 
orchestration solutions to support continuous delivery and updates of modern applications, and it is 
the Big Data insights that facilitate this smoother automation. 

Finally, enterprise digital transformation and superior customer experience often require a flexible 
mindset and an attitude toward using cloud, analytics, and DevOps services to automate and 
deliver on the customer experience agendas. 
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